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Abstract

A formal specification language like Z permits the specifier to construct proofs which corroborate the aptness of the specification. This process may be facilitated by establishing a partnership between the specifier and a suitable automated reasoner. However, Z specifications are essentially set-theoretic and set-theoretic proofs pose demanding challenges to automated reasoners. Taking the OTTER theorem-prover to be representative of resolution-based automated reasoners, we propose a number of heuristics intended to cut down the search space for proofs involving typical set-theoretic structures.
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1 Introduction

The use of formal methods in software construction ought no longer to be controversial. Among the benefits to be gained by using a formal specification language like Z (see e.g. [9], [16], and [20]) is that the specifier can prove things about the specification. The process of constructing proofs can aid in the understanding of the system and may reveal hidden assumptions, as pointed out in [22] by Woodcock and Davies:

A specification without proofs is untested; it may be inconsistent; it may describe properties that were not intended, or omit those that were; it may make inappropriate assumptions. The practice of proof makes for better specifications.

As is well known, the huge cost and inconvenience of detecting and correcting errors only after the system has been released [7], suggests that it is worth the effort to identify and correct errors at an early stage (e.g. the specification phase). However, the readiness with which the information technology industry would accept such a methodology is likely to depend on the availability of environments that ease the burden on the specifier. The more sophisticated the environment (and thus the greater its contribution to the partnership), the more natural becomes the inclusion of an automated reasoning algorithm as one component. The tasks to be performed by such an algorithm are non-trivial, as may be seen by considering the proof obligations that arise from an illustrative application of a typical formalism such as Z.

Basically, Z specifications are set-theoretic specifications. The Z specification languages are based on strongly typed fragments of ZF set theory [6] expressed in suitable first-order languages augmented by schema notation. The schema notation arose, according to Hoare [11], in order to separate visually the formal parts of a specification from the informal documentation around them. A schema is divided into two parts: a declaration part in which the variables to be used in the schema are declared, and a predicate part which constrains the values of the variables. Schemas may be combined, if desired, using the schema calculus (e.g. [20]).

As an example of a small system to be specified in Z, consider the following [16]:

A government proposes to introduce a national identity scheme for football fans. Each fan will be allocated a single, unique identity code. The system must keep track of who has been allocated which identity code. It must also keep a list of the identity codes of troublemakers who have been banned from attending matches.

The specification involves two basic types: PERSON, which is some suitable set-theoretic representation of the collection of relevant people, and ID, which is a set of identity codes devised in a manner ensuring adequacy of quantity without gross superfluity.

An abstract state of the system is given by the schema $Fid$ below:

$$
\begin{array}{l}
Fid \\
\text{members : ID }\mapsto\text{ PERSON} \\
banned : \mathbb{P}(\text{ID}) \\
banned \subseteq \text{dom(members)}
\end{array}
$$

The schema above conveys the following information:

- the variable members is a partial injective function from ID to PERSON.
- banned is a set of ID numbers.
- the set banned is further constrained to be a subset of the registered members.

Next we can define an operation to add a new member:
*AddMember*

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{members, members': ID } & \leftrightarrow \text{PERSON} \\
\text{banned, banned': P(ID)} \\
\text{applicant?: PERSON} \\
\text{id!: ID}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{applicant?} \notin \text{ran(members)} \\
\text{id!} \notin \text{dom(members')} \\
\text{members'} = \text{members} \cup \{ (\text{id!}, \text{applicant?}) \} \\
\text{banned'} = \text{banned}
\end{align*}
\]

The schema *AddMember* above conveys the following information:

- The input is the *applicant?* applying for membership.
- The system must generate the identity code (i.e. *id!*).
- The *applicant?* must not already be a *member*.
- The identity code must not be in use already.
- The function *members* is updated with the new information.
- The set *banned* is not changed.

A number of proof obligations arise from the definition of *AddMember* above and we list some of them below:

- We need to show that the state invariant is preserved, i.e. *banned* \(\subseteq \text{dom(members')}\) (trivial in this case).
- We need to prove that *members'* is indeed a partial injective function.
- We need to show that a *banned* member cannot apply and be enrolled with another identity code. Therefore, we need to prove that:

\[
(\forall y)(\forall z)((y, z) \in \text{members'} \land y \in \text{banned} \\
\rightarrow z \neq \text{applicant?})
\]

- Normally one also needs to show that an operation is *functional* (i.e. given the same input, it produces the same consistent output every time). In the case of *AddMember* however, we have to qualify this claim if we think about it in more procedural terms. The reason is that the *id!* is generated (presumably in a random fashion) by the system, and any execution of *AddMember* on the input *applicant?*, followed by a deletion of the same member, followed again by an execution of *AddMember* on the same input, *applicant?* could very well result in the system assigning different identity numbers during the first and second execution of *AddMember*.

If we insist in the formula below

\[
(((m, b), \text{applicant?}, \text{id!}), (m', b')) \in \text{AddMember} \\
(((m, b), \text{applicant?}, \text{id!}), (m'', b'')) \in \text{AddMember} \\
\rightarrow ((m' = m') \land (b' = b''))
\]

that the two identity codes must be the same, then of course the claim holds.

From the *Football* example above it is evident that quite a number of set-theoretic constructs and operations are involved in the specification. This is generally true for *Z* specifications (see e.g. [9]).

Set-theoretic proofs pose demanding challenges to automated reasoning programs (see e.g. [2], [17], and [23]), since unlike number theory or group theory or applications to real systems such as power stations, the denotations of terms in the context of set theory are strongly hierarchical: one object (perhaps at a very fine level of granularity) is a member of another (coarser) object, which in turn may be a member of a higher-level (even coarser) object, and so on. The possibility of moving between levels is a provocation to literally endless irrelevant activity: intelligence would be realised by principles that limit the movement up or down to productive changes of granularity.

For example, in proving that

\[
A \subseteq B \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(A) \subseteq \mathcal{P}(B)
\]

the movement from the level of elements of \(A\) up to the level of elements of \(\mathcal{P}(A)\) should not be iterated to the level of elements of \(\mathcal{P}(\mathcal{P}(A))\). Humans understand this intuitively and semantically - the challenge is to enunciate syntactic constraining principles.

Therefore, the resolution process can generate a large number of clauses, many of which are irrelevant to the actual proof. As such, we need a set of heuristics to counteract this combinatorial explosion (see e.g. the discussion on page 107 of [8]).

In this paper we describe a preliminary set of heuristics for finding short proofs of properties that involve typical set-theoretic constructs (e.g. (1) above).

Our heuristics are intended to facilitate the use of automated reasoning algorithms based on resolution. The relevant resolution principles are described below. The form in which results are presented derives from Jackson’s work on problem frames in [12]. These frames are linked to the syntactic structure of the set-theoretic definitions appearing in the proof obligations.

2 Resolution inferences and strategies

The resolution principle was developed by John Alan Robinson in the early 1960’s (see e.g. [18] and [19]) and is closely related to the proof technique of *reductio ad absurdum* (i.e. proof by contradiction).

Resolution works at the level of clauses and the essential idea is to determine whether a given set of clauses (say \(S\)) contains the empty clause (which we represent by \(\square\) below). If \(S\) contains \(\square\) then \(S\) is unsatisfiable. If \(S\) does not contain \(\square\), then the resolution mechanism attempts to derive \(\square\) using the clauses of \(S\). The resolution principle is sound and *refutation*
complete in the sense that it can always generate the empty clause from an unsatisfiable set of clauses (see e.g. [3]).

In practice, if a formula $G$ is believed to be provable from a set of formulae, say $F$, then the procedure is to add the negation of the potential theorem (i.e. $\neg G$) to $F$ and attempt to derive $\Box$ (i.e. the empty clause). We present an example of this process below.

### 2.1 Binary resolution

Consider the example database of facts and deductive axioms in Figure 1 from [5].

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{Parent}(Adam, Cain) & \quad (2) \\
\text{Parent}(Cain, Enoch) & \quad (3) \\
(\forall x)(\forall y)(\text{Parent}(x, y) \rightarrow \text{Ancestor}(x, y)) & \quad (4) \\
(\forall x)(\forall y)(\forall z)
& \quad ((\text{Parent}(x, y) \land \text{Ancestor}(y, z)) \rightarrow \text{Ancestor}(x, z)) \\
& \quad (5)
\end{align*}
$$

**Figure 1. Initial database of rules**

Suppose we want to prove that Adam is an ancestor of Enoch, i.e.

$$
\text{Ancestor}(Adam, Enoch) \\
$$

The first step is to rewrite all formulae in Figure 1 in clausal form. This step produces the clause set in Figure 2.

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{Parent}(Adam, Cain) & \quad (7) \\
\text{Parent}(Cain, Enoch) & \quad (8) \\
\neg \text{Parent}(x, y) \lor \text{Ancestor}(x, y) & \quad (9) \\
\neg \text{Parent}(x, y) \lor \neg \text{Ancestor}(y, z) \\
& \quad \lor \text{Ancestor}(x, z) \\
& \quad (10)
\end{align*}
$$

**Figure 2. Clausal form of Figure 1**

The next step is to negate (6) (i.e. the theorem we wish to prove), add such negated form to the clause set (7) to (10) above, and attempt to derive the empty clause. The negated form of (6) is simply:

$$
\neg \text{Ancestor}(Adam, Enoch) \quad (11)
$$

The final step is to search for a refutation and this is done by resolving complementary literals in the given clauses. In general, we need to unify the variables and constants appearing as arguments of terms. For example: in generating clause $[B1]$ in Figure 3, we resolve clause (11) with clause (10). In the process we replace $x$ with Adam and $z$ with Enoch respectively in (10). The variable $y$ in (10) is then renamed to $x$ and this gives us clause $[B1]$ as the answer. The reader is referred to some good texts, for example [3] or [24] for a thorough treatment of unification.

An example of a proof of the claim in (6), using binary resolution, is presented in Figure 3.

$$
\begin{align*}
[B1] & \quad \text{Parent}(Adam, x) \lor \neg \text{Ancestor}(x, Enoch) & \quad \text{[Resolvent of (11) and (10)]} \\
[B2] & \quad \neg \text{Ancestor}(Cain, Enoch) & \quad \text{[Resolvent of [B1] and (7)]} \\
[B3] & \quad \text{Parent}(Cain, Enoch) & \quad \text{[Resolvent of [B2] and (9)]} \\
[B4] & \quad \Box & \quad \text{[Resolvent of [B3] and (8)]}
\end{align*}
$$

**Figure 3. A binary resolution proof**

The heuristics to be described relate to a subset of the resolution inference rules and strategies treated in [24], whose notation we adopt. Note however that the binary resolution rule which we used in Figure 3, and with which students of logic programming are familiar tends toward inefficiency, and so the emphasis in automated theorem-proving is on rules that permit several clauses to participate simultaneously (e.g. unit resulting resolution and hyperresolution). In the light of this we present below further rules of inference with an indication of the resolution process involved for the sample clause set in Figure 2.

### 2.2 Further inference rules

#### 2.2.1 \textit{UR-resolution}

\textbf{Unit Resulting (UR) resolution} is the process whereby $n$ unit clauses are simultaneously resolved with a clause consisting of $(n + 1)$ literals, called the nucleus. The resolvent is a unit clause, i.e. a clause consisting of one literal only. The definition of UR-resolution allows for the resolvent to be either positive or negative.

A UR-resolution proof of (6) using the clause set in Figure 2 is given in Figure 4.

In the next two sections we discuss hyperresolution, a generalization of UR-resolution.

#### 2.2.2 \textit{Positive hyperresolution}

The object of an application of a positive hyperresolution step is to produce a positive clause from a set of clauses, one of which contains at least one negative literal, while the remaining are positive clauses.

Formally, positive hyperresolution is that inference rule that applies to a set of clauses, one of which
must be negative or mixed (called the nucleus), the remaining (called satellites) must be positive clauses and their number must be equal to the number of negative literals in the nucleus. Every negative literal in the nucleus is resolved with exactly one satellite. These restrictions ensure that any such resolvent will be a purely positive clause.

Positive hyperresolution is furthermore a refutation complete for arbitrary unsatisfiable clause sets.

A positive hyperresolution proof of (6) using the clause set in Figure 2 is given in Figure 5.

2.2.3 Negative hyperresolution
Negative hyperresolution is like its positive counterpart, but the signs of the nucleus and satellites are reversed, ensuring that all resolvents are purely negative clauses. Negative hyperresolution is also refutation complete for any given unsatisfiable set of clauses.

A negative hyperresolution proof of (6) using the clause set in Figure 2 produces the same refutation as for binary resolution in Figure 3.

2.2.4 Binary Paramodulation
Paramodulation is an extension of unification that allows one to make equality substitutions directly at the level of terms in a clause.

2.2.5 Factoring
Factoring is the process of reducing repetition in a clause by unifying two or more literals in the same clause.

Example

\(P(a)\) is a factor (i.e. a simplification) of the needlessly repetitive clause \(P(x) \lor P(a)\).

2.3 Strategies

2.3.1 Weighting

By assigning different weights to different symbols, the theorem-proving algorithm may be guided towards resolving lighter clauses before heavier, in an attempt to generate lighter resolvents that are closer to the empty clause. The default weight of a clause is the sum of the number of individual constants, variables, function symbols, and predicate symbols. Connectives like \(\lor\) (i.e. or) and \(-\) (i.e. not) are not counted.

2.3.2 Set-of-support (sos)

The set-of-support idea basically involves the following:

The set \(S\) of clauses is partitioned by taking a subset \(T\) comprising one or more clauses to be the sos, and the sos guides the evolution of the reasoning process by requiring one of the parent clauses of a resolvent to come from the sos (i.e. \(T\)) and the other parent from \(S - T\). Resolvents are placed back into the sos.

Why does this work? If \(S\) is an unsatisfiable set of clauses, and if \(T\) is a subset of \(S\) such that \(S - T\) is satisfiable, then taking \(T\) as the sos preserves the property of refutation completeness for the resolution mechanism (but see also below). (Typically, as in logic programming, \(T\) is taken to be the negation of the desired conclusion.)

So in practice, we normally place the negation of the theorem to be proven in the section called the sos and all the other formulae, which we believe will be needed to find a proof, in the section called the usable list. The idea is that the proof attempt should start off by using the negation of the theorem for which a proof is sought. In the case of OTTER, the main loop for inferring and processing clauses in search of a refutation is presented in Section 3 below.

The resolution mechanism, using the sos idea, is refutation complete using the two inference rules binary resolution and factoring, but is not refutation complete using the sos idea in conjunction with hyperresolution. We can see this in Figure 3 and Figure 5 respectively.

For example, in Figure 3 it was possible to derive \(\square\) starting with the negation of the theorem (i.e. clause (11)), but in Figure 5 we had to start with two other clauses. Nevertheless, the use of a sos very often leads to a quick proof, as opposed to no real time proof at all.
3 The OTTER theorem-prover

In our work we used the OTTER (Organized Techniques for Theorem-proving and Effective Research) theorem-prover described in [14], [24], and [25]. OTTER is a resolution-based theorem-proving program for first-order logic with equality and includes the inference rules binary resolution, hyperresolution (both positive and negative versions), UR-resolution, and binary paramodulation.

OTTER can convert first-order formulae into sets of clauses, which constitute the input to the resolution algorithm. Of course, OTTER cannot accept formulae in the highly evolved notation of set theory, which is the result of introducing dozens of symbols by meta-level definitions, so the user has to rewrite set-theoretic formulae in terms of a weaker first-order language having the relevant relations and functions as predicate symbols and function symbols in its alphabet. Some other capabilities of OTTER are: forward and backward subsumption, factoring, and weighting.

OTTER was written and is distributed by William McCune at the Argonne National Laboratory. OTTER is coded in C, is free software, and is portable to many different kinds of platforms. The version of OTTER which we used in our work is version 3.0.5, which was released in February 1998. ¹

An OTTER program is divided into several sections, each such section made up of first-order formulae or clauses (an exception is the section containing the optional demodulators which must be in clausal form already). The most important sections are the usable list and the set-of-support (sos) list.

OTTER’s main loop for inferring and processing clauses in search of a refutation, as presented in [14], is shown below:

While (sos is not empty and no refutation has been found)
1. Let given_clause be the ‘lightest clause’ in sos;
2. Move given_clause from sos to the usable list;
3. Infer and process new clauses using the inference rules in effect; each new clause has the given_clause as one of its parents and members of usable as its other parents; new clauses that pass the retention tests are appended to sos;
End of While loop.

The process above is repeated until a refutation is found, or the sos becomes empty or the user interrupts the proof attempt. (Note: The reason why the sos might become empty can be seen by studying

¹The latest version of OTTER is available at the world-wide web address: http://www.mcs.anl.gov/AR/otter/ #doc.

the above algorithm. Sometimes none of the clauses in the sos can resolve with any of those in the usable list. Subsequently in step 2, each such clause is then systematically removed from the sos and appended to the usable list. If this situation prevails with every execution of the above while loop, then the sos will eventually become empty.)

In the proofs reported on below, we placed the hypothesis into the usable list and the negation of the conclusion into the sos. There is one exception, and this is the situation described in the sos enlargement frame (see Section 5.10 below).

In the next section we digress briefly in order to discuss problem frames.

4 Problem frames

Jackson mentions in [12] the approach taken by the ancient Greek mathematicians who separated the study of problems from the related study of solutions and solution methods.

A problem has an architecture given by its principal parts and solution task. Polya [15] and Jackson [12] both discuss the differences between, for instance, problems to find or construct, such as

given lengths $a$, $b$ and $c$, construct a triangle whose sides are of those lengths,

and problems to prove, such as

prove for any sets $A$ and $B$ that, if $A \subseteq B$, then $\mathbb{P}(A) \subseteq \mathbb{P}(B)$,

in terms of such an architecture. A ‘problem to prove’ typically involves a sentence of the form if $p$ then $q$, having as principal parts the hypothesis (i.e. $p$) and the conclusion (i.e. $q$). The solution task is to show that the conclusion follows from the hypothesis. (All the problems that we will consider are of the ‘problem to prove’ type.)

The essence of the problem frame approach is to concentrate on the architecture of the problem instead of immediately concentrating on the solution. Having established the architecture of a problem by determining the principal parts and solution task, one fits a problem frame, or template, for which there is useful information, or even a known method of solution, onto the current problem. The useful information associated with such a problem frame typically consists of an appropriate set of heuristics which have been found generally to facilitate the solution task. (For example, the heuristics might suggest conditions under which contraposition is a good way to prove if $p$ then $q$).

We shall introduce variations on the problem to prove frame by presenting a number of specialisations in the context of set-theoretic proofs from [6]. All such specialisations are partial problem frames, since any num-
ber of such different frames may fit different parts of a particular OTTER program and any particular frame might fit only part of such a program. Our problem frames have the following structure:

- **Problem frame name**: This is the name or description of the specialisation.
- **Principal parts**: These are the various logical or set-theoretic structures which constitute the architecture of the problem.
- **Example**: The set-theoretic example which led to the definition of this particular frame.
- **Heuristic**: A list of the heuristic rules that have been found helpful in problems that fit this particular frame.

The alert reader will notice that we omitted the *solution task* from our structure, but this is merely because the solution task is always the same: prove that the negation of the formula in the sos follows from the formulae in the *usable* list.

The default inference rules which we use in the proofs described below are:

- `set(hyper_res)`. *positive hyperresolution*
- `set(unit_res)`. *unit resulting resolution*
- `set(factor).`. *factoring*
- `set(par_into).`. *two forms of binary*
- `set(par_from).`. *paramodulation*

There is one exception to these defaults and that is the occasional use of *negative hyperresolution* (i.e. using `set(neg_hyper_res)` instead of `set(hyper_res)`), or the use of binary resolution as described in the *inference rule selection frame* below. All other proofs were found using the default inferences above.

The specialised problem frames are presented next.

5 Specialised problem frames

In analyzing the efficiency of an algorithm one can follow a theoretical approach which involves calculating space and time complexities [1], or one can follow an empirical approach. The theoretical approach is perfectly suited to algorithms in which, say, it is possible to predict roughly how often an assignment statement inside a loop will be executed. However, in the case of automated reasoning algorithms, inefficiency is primarily caused by thrashing, in other words by the exploration of the irrelevant consequences of irrelevant information. The extent of thrashing is difficult to predict theoretically.

The study of constraint satisfaction problems has addressed the issue of modifying standard backtracking algorithms so as to eliminate or at least reduce thrashing (see [13] and [21]). However, a typical automated reasoning algorithm offers limited options for the modification of backtracking by incorporating forward-checking or look-ahead procedures, so that the art of using an automated theorem-proving assistant is largely a matter of giving it enough information for its task but not too much (rather like a physician administering an addictive drug to a patient). This principle of parsimony is the major intuition underlying the heuristics presented below. From the perspective of efficiency studies, an empirical approach based on considering the practical execution times on a real machine emerges as the most feasible tactic, satisfactory in particular because the aim is to effect comparisons between OTTER programs rather than to assign absolute measures of complexity.

All the proofs reported on below were done on a Pentium II with 32MB RAM, running at a clock speed of 233MHz. The operating system was Linux 2.1.57.

5.1 Exemplification frame

- **Principal parts**: Formulae which define the contents of sets in set-theoretic list notation.
- **Example**: An example involving contents of sets for which OTTER fails to find a quick proof in the absence of the appropriate heuristic is:

  \[ \mathbb{P}(\{1\}) = \{\emptyset, \{1\}\} \]

  We rewrite the above identity in the form *if* \( p \) \*then* \( q \) using a simpler language and making the relevant constructions explicit:

  \[
  A = \{1\} \land B = \{\{1\}\} \land \\
  C = \mathbb{P}(B) \land D = \{\emptyset, \{1\}\} \\
  \rightarrow C = D
  \]

  Further decomposition is necessary, in order to define the powerset \( B \). Finally, the formulae constituting the hypothesis are placed in the usable list and the negation of the desired conclusion is placed in the sos.

  OTTER fails to find a proof within 12 minutes despite 127000 clauses generated in the process. However, when we employ the weighting strategy in order to cut down on the amount of paramodulation among the variables in the proof (which happens because of the equality literals), then we find a proof within **0.04 seconds** and 119 clauses generated. This leads to the following heuristic for this problem frame:

  **Heuristic #1**: Use the strategy \( \text{weight}(x, n) \) whenever there is equality involved due to the use of set-theoretic list notation. In the examples we encountered we empirically found that a value of \( n \), where \( 3 \leq n \leq 5 \), generally suffices. (Note: The meaning of \( \text{weight}(x, n) \) is to assign all variables in the proof a weight of \( n \). This is done to avoid too many irrelevant paramodulants being generated.)
5.2 Nested functor frame

It is often natural to use function symbols (i.e. functors) to encode information in terms, for example when describing an integer as a successor or as a sum. However, terms built up with the aid of function symbols are more complex, potentially leading to difficulties with unification.

- **Principal parts**: Formulae which contain nested function symbols, i.e. a function symbol inside the scope of another function symbol.

- **Example**: Suppose we need to prove that set-theoretic symmetric difference is associative:

\[(A + B) + C = A + (B + C)\] \(^2\)

We can attempt this proof in either of two ways:

**Nested functor approach:**

In the OTTER usable list we give the following general definition of + (predictably called PLUS below):

\[(\forall A)(\forall B)(\forall x)(x \in PLUS(A, B) \leftrightarrow (x \in A \land x \notin B) \lor (x \in B \land x \notin A))\]

In the set-of-support we place the negation of:

\[(\forall x)(x \in PLUS(PLUS(A, B), C) \leftrightarrow x \in PLUS(PLUS(A, PLUS(B, C))))\]

With this approach it takes OTTER 7 mins 53 secs to find a proof.

**Skolem constant approach:**

Let us unfold the nested functors:

\[D = A + B \land E = D + C \land F = B + C \land G = A + F \rightarrow (\forall x)(x \in E \leftrightarrow x \in G)\]

Now it takes OTTER only 0.17 secs to find a proof. This leads us to the next heuristic:

- **Heuristic #2**: Avoid the use of nested functor definitions.

5.3 Equality frame

- **Principal parts**: An equality formula in the set-of-support.

- **Example**: An example of an equality which is hard for OTTER to prove is:

\[P\{0,1\} = \{\emptyset, \{0\}, \{1\}, \{0,1\}\}\]

As before, we use a simpler language and make the relevant constructions explicit:

\[A = \{0\} \land B = \{1\} \land C = \{0, 1\} \land D = P(C) \land E = \{\emptyset, \{0\}, \{1\}, \{0,1\}\} \rightarrow D = E\]

OTTER finds no proof within 30 minutes, even with the weighting heuristic above included.

\(^2\)The use of a ‘+’ to denote symmetric difference is standard set-theoretic notation - see e.g. [G.], page 32.

If we however eliminate one level of the *indirection* caused by clumping (i.e. caused by moving from the various elements to a symbol representing the collection of those elements), and specify the principal parts of this problem by

\[A = \{0\} \land B = \{1\} \land C = \{0, 1\} \land D = P(C) \rightarrow D = \{\emptyset, \{0\}, \{1\}, \{0,1\}\}\]

and the formula \(D = \{\emptyset, \{0\}, \{1\}, \{0,1\}\}\) is written as

\[(\forall x)\]

\[(x \in D \leftrightarrow x = \emptyset \lor x = A \lor x = B \lor x = C)\]

then OTTER finds a proof in 18 mins 3 secs. This result suggests the following heuristic:

- **Heuristic #3**: Avoid unnecessary levels of elementhood in the formulae (e.g. by using the elements of \(E\) directly, as above).

The time of 18 mins 3 secs is still far too long. If however we perform two different proofs, one for each half of the definition of \(D\) above, and in the two proofs specify the sos as the negation of:

- **case 1**: \[(\forall x)\]

\[(x \in D \rightarrow x = \emptyset \lor x = A \land x = B \land x = C)\]

- **case 2**: \[(\forall x)\]

\[(x = \emptyset \lor x = A \land x = B \land x = C \rightarrow x \in D)\]

respectively, then in case 1 above OTTER finds a proof in 1 min 8 secs and in case 2 above OTTER finds a proof in 2.54 secs. These results suggest the following heuristic:

- **Heuristic #4**: Perform two separate proofs whenever the formula in the sos requires OTTER to prove the equality of two sets.

5.4 Multivariate functor frame

- **Principal parts**: Formulae involving or giving rise to functors that take more than one variable as argument.

  (Remark: Terms involving function symbols may contain both constants and variables as arguments. The more variables occur, the greater the likelihood of thrashing caused by unification of these variables with other terms. The fewer the variables and the more the constants occurring as arguments, the more limited are the possibilities of unification, since constants may not be replaced by any other values. A subtle way in which functors having multiple variables as arguments may be produced is Skolemisation. Recall that OTTER transforms the formulae of our program into clauses, and that a key step in this transformation involves the elimination of existential quantifiers. If the existential quantifiers are within the scope of universal quan-
tifiers, the existential variable is replaced not by a new Skolem constant but by a term constructed from the universally quantified variables by a new Skolem functor.

- **Example:** There are two main kinds of example: examples of functors having arity greater than one being produced by Skolemisation, and examples of the programmer using functors that take more than one variable as arguments, typically because of indirect definitions.

  For an example of the functor problem produced by Skolemisation, we return to a subset half of a proof of a previous equality

\[
P(0,1) \subseteq \{0, \{0\}, \{1\}, \{0,1\}\}
\]

and consider possible ways in which one can define \( D = P(C) \).

A possible (indirect) definition of \( D \) is

\[
(\forall x)(x \in D \leftrightarrow x \subseteq C)
\]

where the preliminary concept \( \subseteq \) is first defined by:

\[
(\forall A)(\forall B) \quad (A \subseteq B \leftrightarrow (\forall y)(y \in A \rightarrow y \in B))
\]  

(12)

It takes OTTER 19 mins 42 secs to find a proof for case 1 above, using this indirect definition of \( D \).

Suppose we try to reduce the effect of Skolemisation by eliminating one of the universally quantified variables in (12) above, and use the following definition of \( \subseteq \) (\( C \) is now a constant):

\[
(\forall A)(A \subseteq C \leftrightarrow (\forall y)(y \in A \rightarrow y \in C))
\]

(13)

Now it takes OTTER 3 mins 40 secs to find a proof for case 1 above, using the definition of \( \subseteq \) in (13) above.

An examination of the clausal form of (12) above reveals that as a result of Skolemisation the variable \( y \) becomes $\$f1(x_1, x_2)$ (i.e. a functor of two variables), while in (13) \( y \) becomes $\$f1(x_1)$ (i.e. a functor of only one variable). The use of (13) instead of (12) therefore limits the number of variable arguments introduced by Skolemisation and so the possibilities of irrelevant unifications.

Recall however that OTTER previously found a proof for this same problem in 1 min 8 secs. This was achieved with the following direct definition of \( D \):

\[
(\forall x)(x \in D \leftrightarrow (\forall y)(y \in x \rightarrow y \in C))
\]

(14)

The variable \( y \) in (14) above classifies into $\$f1(x_1)$ (i.e. again a functor of one variable).

Why is there a significant difference in the times for the two definitions which both Skolemise \( y \) as a function of one variable? One might be tempted to claim that it is the indirect nature of (13) which makes it slower than (14). However, if we use the following half of the definition of \( \subseteq \) (The search-guiding frame below explains how to determine which half of a formula to use.)

\[
(\forall A)(A \subseteq C \rightarrow (\forall y)(y \in A \rightarrow y \in C))
\]

then OTTER finds a proof in just 6.44 secs.

In the same way using half of the direct definition of \( D \) in the following way

\[
(\forall x)(x \in D \rightarrow (\forall y)(y \in x \rightarrow y \in C))
\]

(16)

results in a proof taking 6.45 secs which is basically the same as for the indirect definition.

Therefore, we notice that it is not the indirection which causes the problems, but the presence of redundant clauses (which, as a result of Skolemisation, contain functors). By using (15) and (16) instead of (13) and (14) respectively, we eliminate the redundant parts of the formulae (i.e. the parts giving rise to the functor in each case). This elimination of functors may be viewed as a special case of minimising the number of variable arguments taken by a functor, leading to the following heuristic.

- **Heuristic #5:** Always attempt to give definitions of sets in which terms are as simple as possible — either not involving functors at all, or else involving functors that take at most one variable as argument. Not only does this apply to the functors explicitly appearing in the unclassified formulae, but also to the functors arising from Skolemisation. (Note: This heuristic is closely related to a heuristic concerning the half-definition of a formula, which will be discussed in the search-guiding frame below.)

### 5.5 Intermediate structure frame

This frame may be regarded as supplementary to the previous frame; it focuses on a type of situation in which multivariate functors tend to be associated with direct rather than indirect definitions.

- **Principal parts:** Formulae involving or giving rise to intermediate structures, the direct definition of which produces complex functor expressions.

- **Example:** Suppose we need to prove the following subset relationship:

\[
A \times \bigcup(B) \subseteq \bigcup\{A \times X \mid X \in B\}
\]

A possible attempt at unfolding the sophisticated set-theoretic notation is:

\[
C = \bigcup(B) \land D = A \times C \land E = \{A \times X \mid X \in B\} \land F = \bigcup(E) \rightarrow D \subseteq F
\]
This is not yet sufficient; the intermediate structure $E$ remains to be defined in more useful detail. If we attempt the following direct definition of $E$

\[(\forall x)((x \in E \leftrightarrow (\exists X)(X \in B \land (\forall y)(\forall z)((y, z) \in x \leftrightarrow y \in A \land z \in X)))\] (17)

then OTTER fails to find a proof. An investigation of the clausal form of definition (17) above reveals that the ordered pair $(y, z)$ (we use the name $ORD$ for an ordered pair below) classifies into the form $\text{ORD}($$\exists x_4(x, x_2), \exists x_3(x, x_2))$, which shows us that each of the simple variables in $\text{ORD}(y, z)$ is transformed into a complex term not only involving a functor of two variables but leading to functor nesting. This complicates the resolution process as pointed out in the multivariate functor frame, in the nested functor frame, and also in [17].

If, however, we define the set $E$ above as

\[(\forall x)((x \in E \leftrightarrow (\exists X)(X \in B \land (\forall y)(\forall z)((y, z) \in x \leftrightarrow y \in A \land z \in X)))\] (18)

where $\text{PROD}(A, X)$ is defined by

\[(\forall X)(\forall y)(\forall z)((y, z) \in \text{PROD}(A, X) \leftrightarrow y \in A \land z \in X)\] (19)

then OTTER finds a proof in just 0.06 secs.

The clausal form of the ordered pair $(y, z)$ in (19) above simply remains $\text{ORD}(y, z)$. This facilitates the unification process and allows the theorem prover rapidly to find a proof.

There is a possible further simplification to (18) above:

If we use equality to define the set $A \times X$ and define $E$ as

\[(\forall x)((x \in E \leftrightarrow (\exists X)(X \in B \land x = \text{PROD}(A, X)))\]

together with the existing definition of $\text{PROD}$, then OTTER finds a short proof for the subset relationship $D \subseteq F$ above in just 0.02 secs. This short proof is the result of the power of paramodulation applied to a single occurrence of an equality literal in the proof. In fact, the automated reasoner’s bible [24] claims on page 619 that:

Paramodulation can focus directly on the appropriate term, even when that term is found deep within a literal.

Note however that with this approach we introduce equality into the proof mechanism. The equality relation needs the axiom of reflexivity as well as paramodulation in order to make the search complete (see e.g. [17]). Paramodulation in turn often generates many redundant clauses, and it would therefore be a good idea to use a weight strategy as described in Heuristic #1 above.

These results lead us to the following heuristic:

• **Heuristic #6:** Use an indirect definition for an intermediate structure whenever this appears less likely to produce complex functor expressions than the direct definition, and particularly when such indirect definition involves a single equality literal.

5.6 Element structure frame

Like the intermediate structure frame, this problem frame is supplementary to the multivariate functor frame and focuses on another type of situation which tends to generate complex functor expressions.

• **Principal parts:** Formulae containing a description of the structure and properties of elements of relations and functions.

• **Example:** Suppose we need to show that:

$F = \{(\emptyset, a), (\emptyset, b)\} \rightarrow F^{-1} = \{(a, \emptyset), (b, \emptyset)\}$

We can define $F$ and $F^{-1}$ in at least two possible ways:

**First format**

Suppose we define $F$ in the usable list as follows ($\text{ORD}(x, y)$ represents the ordered pair $(x, y)$)

\[(\forall x)((x \in F \leftrightarrow x = \text{ORD}(\emptyset, a) \lor x = \text{ORD}(\emptyset, b))\]

together with the following two facts about $F$ and $F^{-1}$:

\[(\forall y)(\forall z)((\text{ORD}(y, z) \in F \leftrightarrow \text{ORD}(z, y) \in F^{-1}))\] (20)

\[(\forall x)((x \in F \rightarrow (\exists y)(\exists z)(x = \text{ORD}(y, z)))\] (21)

We also need (for without it OTTER finds no proof) the following theorem from [6]:

\[(\forall u)(\forall v)(\forall w)(\forall x)((u, v) = (w, x) \leftrightarrow (u = w \land v = x))\] (22)

In the sos we put the negation of:

\[(\forall x)((x \in F^{-1} \rightarrow (x = \text{ORD}(a, \emptyset)) \lor (x = \text{ORD}(b, \emptyset))))\]

With these definitions OTTER finds a proof after 2 min 7 secs.

**Second format**

Suppose we use the following more direct definition for $F$
(\forall y)(\forall z)(\text{ORD}(y, z) \in F \leftrightarrow \\
(y = \emptyset \land z = a) \lor (y = \{\emptyset\} \land z = b))

together with definition (20) above for $F^{-1}$.

The formula in the sos becomes the negation of:

(\forall y)(\forall z)(\text{ORD}(y, z) \in F^{-1} \rightarrow \\
(y = a \land z = \emptyset) \lor (y = b \land z = \emptyset))

OTTER now finds a proof in just \textbf{0.02} secs which is a remarkable improvement.

Analysis reveals that the first format above needs formula (22). The classified version of this formula contains numerous occurrences of a function (in this case the ordered pair) with 2 variables (contradicting the heuristic of the multivariate function frame above).

The second format does not need formula (22) above, since the proof attempt is specified at the level of ordered pairs already.

These observations lead to the following heuristic:

- **Heuristic #7**: Define the elements of relations and functions directly in terms of ordered pairs or ordered n-tuples.

5.7 Redundant information frame

This problem frame largely stresses the obvious, but when the obvious is crucially important it may be no bad thing to stress it. Moreover, this frame prepares the way for the widely useful search-guiding frame.

- **Principal parts**: Formulae in the usable list which are not obviously necessary for the proof.

- **Example**: Suppose we need to prove the following (where \text{Fun}(f) indicates that $f$ is a function):

\[
[\text{Fun}(f) \land \text{Fun}(g) \land \\
(\forall x)(x \in \text{dom}(f) \land \text{dom}(g) \rightarrow f(x) = g(x)) \\
\text{Fun}(f \cup g)]
\]

The detailed first-order reformulation of the above makes use of the ordered pair notation and as a result of this one may reasonably be tempted again to include the following fact about ordered pairs in the usable list:

(\forall u)(\forall v)(\forall w)(\forall x) \\
((u, v) = (w, x) \leftrightarrow (u = w \land v = x))

However, the inclusion of this fact prevents OTTER from finding any proof within \textbf{30 mins}. If we now simply remove the offending formula, then we quickly find a proof in just \textbf{0.53} secs.

As previously seen, the above characterisation of ordered pairs produces functors of 2 variables as an artifact of classification, and the theorem prover spends most of its time unifying these functor variables with other terms — a process which does not further the construction of a proof, since the proof has no need for this formula.

This result suggests the following (unsurprising) heuristic.

- **Heuristic #8**: Avoid the inclusion of information that is not obviously necessary in the input to the theorem-prover.

5.8 Search-guiding frame

Heuristic #8 suggests that one should include in the input only those formulae that actually contribute to the construction of the desired proof. Any extra information can potentially lead the theorem-prover astray. However, it is in general difficult to decide whether a formula may be needed or not.

In the light of this problem we propose in this section a technique called \textit{resolution by inspection}, which can be used to determine which part of a formula (called the ‘half-definition’ below) is unquestionably relevant to the construction of the desired proof, and which part is less clearly relevant and can therefore provisionally be eliminated.

- **Principal parts**: A set-of-support comprising either a simple \textit{conditional} formula or a single \textit{literal}, together with biconditional formulae in the usable list.

- **Example**: Consider proving the following:

\[
\bigcap(A \cup B) \subseteq \bigcap(A) \cap \bigcap(B) 
\]

A possible preliminary unfolding is:

\[
C = A \cup B \land D = \bigcap(C) \\
E = \bigcap(A) \land F = \bigcap(B) \land G = E \land F \\
\rightarrow D \subseteq G
\]

We shall trace a small, initial part of the proof with the aid of the simplified first-order reformulations of some of the definitions above, specifically those of $D$ and $G$.

The question we ask in the sos is whether $D$ is a subset of $G$, which in unabbreviated form is a conditional formula:

(\forall x)(x \in D \rightarrow x \in G)

Negated, as all goals must be, this classifies into two clauses (where the Skolem constants arise because the negation and the universal quantifier interact to produce an existential quantifier):

\[
\$c1 \in D \\
\$c1 \notin G
\]

An unabbreviated first-order definition of $G$ is the biconditional formula:

(\forall x)(x \in E \land x \in F \leftrightarrow x \in G)

Since OTTER needs to resolve (25) and (26), we can see by \textit{inspection} that the literal \$c1 \notin G in
(25) can resolve only with a literal of the form $x \in G$ in (26).

Therefore, we need just one half of the definition in (26) and the half which we need is the only-if direction:

$$(\forall x)(x \in E \land x \in F \rightarrow x \in G)$$

The same procedure can be followed for the literal $\$c1 \in D$ in (24) above, because the unabbreviated definition of $D$ as the generalised intersection of $C$ is a biconditional formula, and the half we need is:

$$(\forall x)(x \in D \rightarrow (\forall b)(b \in C \rightarrow x \in b))$$

A proof for (23) which does not employ this technique of half-definitions takes 8.47 secs, while the half-definition counterpart takes only 0.11 secs. This is about 77 times faster.

We have found this technique of determining the appropriate half-definitions of formulae via resolution by inspection to be a useful tool in cutting down on the search space. (Recall the result with the half definition of $\subseteq$, in the multivariate functor frame, where we cut down the execution time from 1 min 8 secs to 6.45 secs). In essence we guide the search along the path of the half-definitions.

These results lead us to the following heuristic:

- **Heuristic #9:** Generate and use half-definitions, via the technique of resolution by inspection, for biconditional formulae in the usable list whenever the sos consists of a conditional formula or a single literal.

5.9 *Inference rule selection frame*

As noted earlier, the default OTTER settings used were those for UR-resolution and positive hyperresolution. There are, however, occasions when these settings do not suffice, occasions that may be recognised by the sos rapidly becoming empty. (The reason why the sos might become empty during the search for a proof is explained in Section 3 above.) Often in these circumstances negative hyperresolution will succeed, and if not the option of invoking binary resolution may be exercised.

- **Principal parts:** A set-of-support consisting of a formula which, when classified, consists either of a single negative literal or of two literals, one positive and one negative, together with a paucity of positive clauses in the usable list. Typically the sos will be observed, under the default settings, rapidly to become empty.

- **Example:** Consider again a previous problem:

$$\cap(A \cup B) \subseteq \cap(A) \cap \cap(B)$$

As before a possible approach is to unfold the formula thus:

$$C = A \cup B \land D = \cap(C) \land E = \cap(A) \land F = \cap(B) \land G = E \cap F \rightarrow D \subseteq G$$

Suppose we use the default inference rule positive hyperresolution and we furthermore employ the technique of half-definitions discussed in the search-guiding frame.

With this scenario OTTER simply makes the sos empty and the proof fails. Analysis reveals that positive hyperresolution is unable to produce even a single hyperresolvent. Recall that positive hyperresolution must identify a clause consisting either solely of negative literals or of a mixture of negative and positive literals as the nucleus, and must then find one electron (positive clause) for each negative literal in the nucleus. It is quite possible that the input clauses do not permit sufficient electrons to be found. Unable to apply positive hyperresolution, the theorem-prover then applies UR-resolution, a rule generally useful because it produces short clauses (single literals). OTTER manages in the example to produce three new unit clauses, using UR-resolution, before it fails because the sos becomes empty (UR-resolution is sound, but not refutation complete).

This problem is well-known: [24] mentions that (positive) hyperresolution is sometimes not refutation complete when used in conjunction with the set-of-support strategy of OTTER. (In fact, we observed this very fact in the proof attempt in Figure 5.)

To illustrate what goes wrong, let us examine the first few resolution steps that take place in the context of our example:

The complete clausal form of the sos (i.e. the negation of $D \subseteq G$) is:

$$\$c1 \in D \tag{27}$$

$$\$c1 \notin G \tag{28}$$

In view of the discussion of half-definitions above we know that $\$c1 \in D$ must resolve with the formula:

$$(\forall x)(x \in D \rightarrow (\forall b)(b \in C \rightarrow x \in b))$$

However, positive hyperresolution cannot produce a resolvent, since such a resolvent would include one negative literal and therefore cannot be a valid positive hyperresolvent. There is furthermore no clause in either the usable list or sos which can help to remove the offending negative literal (i.e. $b \notin C$) during this step.

Turning now to $\$c1 \notin G$ and the half-definition

$$(\forall x)(x \in E \land x \in F \rightarrow x \in G)$$

we observe that in this case there are no electrons (i.e. positive clauses) present, since both clauses
contain at least one negative literal and again this blocks any possible attempt at generating a positive hyperresolvent. Switching to UR-resolution now makes the sos empty and the proof fails.

However, it is possible to generate a negative hyperresolvent (i.e., a purely negative clause); changing to set(neg_hyper_res) allows OTTER to find a quick proof for \( D \subseteq G \) in just 0.12 secs.

A special case of this problem arises when the sos consists of a single negative literal only. Consider the following example:

If \( A \) is a set of functions such that for any \( f \) and \( g \) in \( A \) it is the case that either \( f \subseteq g \) or \( g \subseteq f \), then \( \bigcup(A) \) is a function.

A first-order formulation of this statement is:

\[
(\forall f)(f \in A \rightarrow \text{Fun}(f)) \land \\
(\forall f)(\forall g)(f \in A \land g \in A \rightarrow f \subseteq g \lor g \subseteq f) \land \\
B = \bigcup(A) \\
\rightarrow \text{Fun}(B)
\]

The theorem posed in the sos is simply: \( \neg \text{Fun}(B) \).

Under the default setting set(hyper_res), OTTER simply makes the sos empty and the proof attempt fails. If the inference rule is changed to negative hyperresolution (i.e., set(neg_hyper_res)), then OTTER finds a proof after only 0.07 secs.

There is good reason why a negative resolution strategy is to be preferred when the sos contains a single negative literal.

Negative hyperresolution can use the negative literal as an electron and then needs another clause with at least one positive literal in order to produce a negative resolvent (or the empty clause). Such (mixed) clauses are normally readily available in the usable list, for instance because of the classification of conditional formulae.

Positive hyperresolution on the other hand has to use the negative literal as a nucleus and it then needs a purely positive clause to act as an electron in order to generate a positive resolvent (or the empty clause). This is much harder to achieve, such positive clauses not being so readily available in the usable list.

These results lead us to the following heuristic, which, for simplicity, is stated in operational terms, i.e., in terms of what may be observed when using the default settings:

- **Heuristic #10**: Use set(neg_hyper_res) whenever the combination of set(hyper_res) and set(ur_res) rapidly makes the sos empty. If no rapid proof results, try binary resolution.

## 5.10 Sos enlargement frame

It is customary for the sos to consist of the negated goal. As we saw with the previous frame, the default positive hyperresolution setting (and even negative hyperresolution) may at times fail when the sos is small. One always has the option of switching to binary resolution in such a case. But this is not the only option, for an alternative is to enlarge the sos in a useful way. Experience suggests that when the proof is sought in the context of a restriction stating that some set is nonempty, then that restriction may usefully be added to the sos.

- **Principal parts**: A small sos and, in the usable list, the restriction that a set is nonempty.

- **Example**: Suppose we need to prove

\[
\bigcap\{C - X \mid X \in A\} \subseteq C - \bigcup(A), \text{ for } A \neq \emptyset
\]

and we place the restriction that \( A \) is nonempty (i.e., \( \exists x (x \in A) \)) into the usable list only.

A possible unfolding is:

\[
D = \bigcup(A) \land E = C - D \land \\
F = \{C - X \mid X \in A\} \land G = \bigcap(F) \\
\rightarrow G \subseteq E
\]

The formula we put into the sos is (when negated as all goals must be):

\[
\neg(\forall x)(x \in G \rightarrow x \in E) \tag{29}
\]

OTTER fails to find a proof with either positive or negative hyperresolution (we always switch on the set(ur_res) rule). Let us next trace some initial steps in the proof.

The sos in (29) classifies into:

\[
\$c1 \in G \tag{30} \\
\$c1 \notin E \tag{31}
\]

Following the discussion on half-definitions above, we notice that we need the following half-definitions for \( G \) and \( E \) respectively:

\[
(\forall x)(x \in G \rightarrow (\forall b)(b \in F \rightarrow x \in b)) \tag{32}
\]

\[
(\forall x)(x \in C \land x \notin D \rightarrow x \in E) \tag{33}
\]

However, (30) and (32) fail to produce either a valid positive or negative hyperresolvent, since any such possible resolvent would in both cases produce a mixed clause. The same problem occurs between (31) and (33). There are also no further clauses in the usable list which can resolve this conflict.

If we now move the fact \( A \neq \emptyset \) from the usable list to the sos, then positive hyperresolution is able to start off and find a proof in just 0.02 secs. (The fact \( $c1 \in A \) in the sos is able to produce a positive hyperresolvent from the definition of \( C - X \) in the set \( F \) above and thereby start the proof attempt.
This leads us to the following heuristic, stated in operational terms:

- **Heuristic #11:** Place a constraint requiring that a set be nonempty in the sos instead of the usable list, whenever neither positive nor negative hyperresolution is capable of rapidly finding a proof.

For ease of reference we summarise all the heuristics below:

### 6 Summary

1. Use the strategy weight(x,n), for n ∈ {3,4,5}, whenever there is equality involved due to the use of set-theoretic list notation.
2. Avoid, if possible, the use of nested functor symbols in definitions.
3. Avoid unnecessary levels of elementhood in formulae by using the elements of sets directly.
4. Perform two separate subset proofs whenever the sos requires one to prove the equality of two sets.
5. Ensure that definitions involve either no functors or functors taking at most one variable as argument.
6. Avoid complex functor expressions by using indirect definitions of internal structures.
7. Define the elements of relations and functions directly in terms of ordered pairs or ordered n-tuples.
8. Avoid the inclusion of any information that is not obviously necessary in the input to the theorem prover.
9. Generate and use half-definitions, via the technique of resolution by inspection, for biconditional formulae in the usable list whenever the sos consists of a conditional formula or a single literal.
10. Use set(neg_hyper_res) whenever the combination of set(hyper_res) and set(un_res) rapidly makes the sos empty. If no rapid proof results, try binary resolution.
11. Place a constraint requiring that a set be nonempty in the sos instead of the usable list, whenever neither positive nor negative hyperresolution is capable of rapidly finding a proof.

### 7 Future research

There are further set-theoretic operations and structures which sometimes appear in Z specifications. We briefly discuss some of these below and mention possible problems with each of these.

- The concept of a mathematical bag is sometimes used in Z specifications (see e.g. [9]). A bag is often called a ‘multi-set’, since it is like a set, but it may contain duplicate elements. It differs from a traditional list in the sense that the elements are unordered.

Below is an example of a bag (called bagA) in Z notation:

\[
\text{bagA} = \{ a, c, b, c, a, c \}
\]

In set-theoretic notation we represent bagA as:

\[
\text{bagA} = \{(a,2),(b,1),(c,3)\}
\]

Definition (35) tells us that element a occurs twice, b occurs once, and c occurs three times in bagA.

It might be necessary to develop additional heuristics for bags, but since a bag is basically a function, the current set of heuristics could suffice.

- Another structure which often appears in Z specifications is a sequence. In Z, a sequence of elements of type X is defined in [20], page 115 as an element of seq X where,

\[
\text{seq X} = \{ f : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow X \mid \text{dom}(f) = 1 \ldots \#f \}
\]

In Z the symbol \(\rightarrow\) is used to denote a finite partial function. The definition above also contains the cardinality operator (i.e. \(#\)) and this could bring about some of the problems mentioned in conjunction with cardinality below.

- One often needs to prove aspects regarding cardinality. For example, for a set A, if A is nonempty and \(#(A) = n\) and we remove an element, say x from A, then a proof obligation would be to show that \(#(A - \{x\}) = n - 1\).

A possible first-order definition of cardinality could be:

1. \((\forall A)((\#(A) = 0 \leftrightarrow A = \emptyset))\)

2. \((\forall A)((\forall n)((\#(A) = n + 1 \leftrightarrow (\exists x)(x \in A \land \#(A - \{x\}) = n))))\)

Due to the recursive nature of definition (2) above, one would expect resolution-based theorem provers (with a breadth-first search strategy like OTTER) to experience some problems. An alternative definition of cardinality augmented with a set of heuristics could be called for.

- From the examples given in this paper it is evident that a resolution-based theorem prover experiences problems in calculating an answer in the case of a concrete example. This problem is aggravated when the underlying definition is highly declarative and ’non-deterministic’ (e.g. the definition of a powerset). An example of such a calculation which OTTER has difficulty with is:

\[
\mathbb{P}((0,1,2)) = \{\emptyset, \{0\}, \{1\}, \{2\}, \{0,1\}, \{0,2\}, \{1,2\}, \{1,2,3\}\}
\]
In all fairness we should note that the resolution mechanism is probably not intended for a problem with the complexity like the one above. OTTER however has an \textit{equational programming mode}, resembling the style and algorithm used in logic programming languages like Prolog (see e.g.,\cite{4}) or G"{o}del, described in \cite{10}).

It is possible that the equational programming mode of OTTER could provide a neat solution to the 'powerset-problem' above.

- OTTER also has difficulty in constructing a so-called 'existence proof', i.e. to find and show that a value satisfies some set-theoretic relationship. An example of such a problem from \cite{6} is:

  Give an example of sets $a$ and $B$ such that $a \in B$, but $F(a) \notin F(B)$.

However, these sort of problems often require a considerable amount of human ingenuity \cite{3} and furthermore falls in the class of \textit{problems to find} or \textit{construct} as pointed out in the discussion of Jackson's problem frames in Section 4 above. The technique of answer variables described in \cite{14} could however be useful in this regard.

Quaife \cite[p. 82 - 83]{17} gives an example of a proof in which OTTER derived the formula for calculating the next prime number after a given one, but it is presumably still left to the user to substitute actual values in the formula and perform the calculation.
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